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Abstract 

The aim of this investigation was to analyze the role of textured compression socks on somatosensory function in a sample of 
physically active elderly individuals when performing a static balancing task. Both textured insoles and athletic tape are deemed 
to be beneficial for enhancing proprioception because of the capacity for exploiting availability of “sensorimotor system noise”, 
which enhances movement control and individuals’ joint position perception. It was hypothesized that the compression feature 
in knee length socks would provide greater stimulation to lower leg mechanoreceptors, and help participants achieve better 
balance control. Participants (N=8) performed a 30-s Romberg static balance test protocol under three conditions (barefoot; 
wearing commercial socks; wearing textured compression socks), in a counterbalanced order, with four levels of performance 
difficulty: (1) standing on a stable surface with open eyes (SO); (2) a stable surface with closed eyes (SC); (3) a foam surface 
with open eyes (FO); and (4) a foam surface with closed eyes (FC). Two commonly investigated recurrence quantification 
analysis (RQA) measures (% Det and entropy) were extracted from the recurrence plot for multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOVA). There were no significant interactions between the levels of performance difficulty and the sock treatments, p> 
0.05 for both % Det and entropy in both Anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) directions. There was no significant 
main effect of sock treatments, P> 0.05). However, a main effect for performance difficulty on % Det and entropy was observed
in both AP and ML directions. The RQA measures demonstrated that the sensory systems in elderly individuals are able to aid 
the adaptive re-organization of postural behaviour in response to changing task constraints (performance difficulty levels). 
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1. Introduction 

The postural control system is responsible for keeping the projection of the centre of mass within the 
limits of the supporting area Massion (1994), and regulating the body’s position in space for the purpose of 
orientation and balance Lacour et al. (2008). It functions through the interaction of multiple sensorimotor processes 
Horak (2006), providing information from somatosensory, visual, and vestibular systems during performance 
Frank and Patla (2003). The somatosensory system (both tactile and proprioceptive systems) provides the greatest 
information (70%) to healthy individuals for postural control in a stable and well-lit environment Peterka (2006).  
Tactile stimulation,  detected by cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the lower legs and the soles of the feet, provides 
information to the central nervous system (CNS) about body position and pressure distribution at the foot surface 
Hijmans et al. (2007); Kavounoudias et al. (1998) to achieve postural equilibrium Menant et al. (2008). 
Furthermore, proprioceptive inputs received by joint receptors provide individuals with information needed for 
balance control Hijmans et al. (2007).  

However, inevitably these sensory systems (vision, somatosensory, and vestibular) and neuromuscular 
systems tend to deteriorate with age Rose (2010); particularly, the tactile-proprioceptive feedback and 
proprioception sensors of the somatosensory system Qiu et al. (2012). For example, changes in cutaneous 
sensitivity and receptor morphology have been observed as people age. These changes are associated with a 
reduction in neural activity, which increases the sensory and vibration threshold, and has put elderly individuals at 
greater risk of falls Perry (2006); Rose (2010). Such deterioration in ageing systems can cause delays in regulating 
stabilization control systems, possibly leading to falls, due to loss of capacity to restore upright control following a 
loss of balance Lajoie and Gallagher (2004); Moscufo et al. (2012); Rose (2010). 

To counter ageing effects on postural control sensory systems, footwear has become the focus of attention 
in somatosensory studies; findings suggest a positive relationship between balance/postural control and 
somatosensory feedbacks contributed by footwear especially in textured insoles Davids et al. (2003); Hijmans et al. 
(2007); Losa Iglesias et al. (2012); Menant et al. (2008); Qiu et al. (2012); Sungkarat et al. (2011). They are 
deemed to be beneficial because they increase the sensitivity of plantar cutaneous afferent information sent to the 
Central Nervous System (CNS) Corbin et al. (2007); Menant et al. (2008).  Furthermore, Davids et al. (2003) 
suggested that textured insoles exploit the “sensorimotor system noise”, which enhances movement control and 
individuals’ joint position perception. Additionally, strips and athletic tape pasted at the anterior and posterior parts 
of an ankle also appear to be of benefit for enhancing proprioception, particularly in the weight acceptance phase 
of walking or running Simoneau et al. (1997). However, results have clarified that strips and athletic tape do not 
benefit performance in weight-bearing tasks such as maintaining standing balance or the stance phase of walking 
or running. This might be due to the absence of mechanical stresses, and lack of pressure on related underlying 
structures. Nevertheless, localized compression on the ankle only improves joint position sense in elderly people, 
but not static balance performance Hijmans et al. (2009). 

A meta-analysis by Orth and colleagues (2013) concluded that a simple stimulation of cutaneous receptors 
in the feet, via added texture, could improve perceptual-motor system functionality for elderly individuals. They 
did note that most existing research had focused on studying the role of textured surfaces for postural control and 
balance, and there is some limited work that has sought to ascertain effects of textured footwear in balance/postural 
control by reducing postural sway (e.g., Hlavackova and Vuillerme (2012); Losa Iglesias et al. (2012); Orth et al. 
(2013); Qiu et al. (2012); Sungkarat et al. (2011)). Additionally, the role of compression socks on supporting 
somatosensory feedback that emerges from pressure on cutaneous and joint receptors of the lower leg has not yet 
received adequate attention in postural control research. Research on compression socks has mainly been reported 
in clinical and sport science journals, with the focus on physiological benefits of compression socks on blood 
circulation Ali et al. (2010); Blättler and Zimmet (2008).  

From the aforementioned findings, it is noticeable that simple tactile stimulation and localised 
compression in the feet and ankle positively influences joint proprioception, but not overall balance performance. 
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A pertinent question relates to whether wearing textured compression socks may provide beneficial effects in 
influencing postural and balance control in daily living activities in an elderly population. Based on these findings, 
it might be possible that the textured parts (coarse surfaces) of the socks (located at the soles of the feet; medial, 
lateral and posterior sides of the ankles; anterior and proximal to the tibia bones) would exploit the “sensorimotor 
system noise” and increase proprioception. The added compression feature in the knee length socks would provide 
greater stimulation to the lower leg mechanoreceptors, and help participants achieve better balance control. In 
addition, there is a possibility that use of textured, compression socks would enhance the afferent sensory inputs 
from the feet to enhance the function of the balance control system in an ageing CNS. 

The aim of this investigation was to investigate effects of wearing textured compression socks on 
somatosensory function in elderly people during a static balancing task. It is hypothesized that better postural 
stability will be achieved under static task constraints by wearing clinical textured compression socks, since they 
might enhance plantar cutaneous sensations, providing information that can decrease postural sway in elderly 
individuals. 

 
2. Method 
2.1 Participants 

Eight (3 males and 5 females) mobile, elderly individuals (age: 70.9 ± 5.9years, height: 1.56 ± 0.06m and 
weight: 49.9 ± 6.6kg), without any muscular, neurological and cardiovascular diseases, and who were free from 
stroke and brain injuries were recruited via convenience sampling in Singapore. Voluntary and informed consent 
were obtained from all participants, and the procedures used in the study were in accordance with the ethical 
guidelines from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. 
 
2.2 Apparatus and Tasks 

Three different conditions (barefoot; wearing commercial socks; wearing textured compression socks), in 
a counterbalanced order, were administered to participants while they performed a static balance task. Textured 
socks with clinical level compression of 15-40 mmHg pressure (Zeropoint, Finland), and non-textured and non-
compression models commercial socks (Mizuno, Japan) of similar thickness were used in all testing conditions. 
The tasks required participants to maintain an upright static stance (standing) for 30 seconds on a force platform 
(Kistler, USA), in four levels of performance difficulty: (1) standing on a stable surface with open eyes (SO); (2) a 
stable surface with closed eyes (SC); (3) a foam surface with open eyes (FO); (4) a foam surface with closed eyes 
(FC).  
 
2.3 Procedure 

A repeated-measures design was used to determine effects on balance and postural control of three 
different conditions – barefoot; wearing commercial socks; wearing textured compression socks. To prevent 
carryover/order effects, the sequence of the conditions and performance difficulty was randomised. Before data 
collection, participants undertook three trials for the static balance task to familiarize themselves with the testing 
protocols. A 30-s Romberg test protocol was used in all conditions for the four levels of performance difficulty. 
Participants were instructed to stand as still as possible with feet together, arms by side, and focused on a reference 
point marked on the wall. For the unstable surface, a 10-cm thick foam pad (30kg/m3 density) was placed on top of 
the balance platform to create a more challenging surface for the participants. The foam pad limited the 
somatosensory information available for postural control during standing; this made the static task more 
challenging than standing on a firm, flat surface Pelleccia and Sockley (n.a). A rest period of 5-minutes was given 
to participants between each condition. The tests were repeated if a participant lost balance on the platform. After 
each testing condition, participants were asked to rate and record their perceptions of comfort towards the socks on 
a survey form.  
 
2.4 Data reduction and statistical analysis 

Centre of pressure (COP) of medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) data were collected at a 
sampling frequency of 100Hz, accumulating to 3000 data points for each condition. Thereafter, Recurrence 
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Quantification Analysis (RQA) was performed on the raw data. The important input parameters of RQA included: 
time delay = 0.04s, embedding dimension = 10, radius = 10%, norm = Euclidean, rescaling = mean distance and 
line length = 2. The most reliable features of RQA reported in this study were the percentage of recurrent points 
falling on line segments parallel to the diagonal identity line as recurrent (% Det) and complexity of the 
deterministic structure (Entropy) Mazaheri et al. (2010). RQA measures (% Det & Entropy) across two within-
participant factors (conditions and performance difficulty) were compared using a repeated-measure, multivariate 
analysis of variance (MANOVA). Post-hoc tests were performed for each RQA measure. Results were reported as 
means and standard error (SE). Alpha level was set at 0.05 for all statistical analyses.  
 
3. Results 
 A MANOVA revealed no significant interaction effects between the level of performance difficulty and 
the conditions (F (1, 14) = 0.296, r = 0.14, p> 0.05) for both % Det and entropy in all directions (Figure 1). 
However, analysis revealed significant multivariate performance difficulty levels effects for both AP COP (F (18, 
243) =5.08, p<0.001), and ML COP (F (18, 243) =5.132, p<0.001). Follow up univariate testing revealed that the 
main effect of performance difficulty levels was significant for both % Det and entropy in AL (F (3, 84) = 12.91, 
p<0.001; F (3, 84) =16.754, p<0.001) and ML (F (3, 84) = 9.07, p<0.001; F (3, 84) = 25.49, p<0.001) directions 
(Table 1), but not for sock treatments.  

The survey results showed that most of the participants (N=7) felt comfortable wearing the compression 
socks during the tests. They reported that the tightness provided them with more somatosensory information, 
especially at the ankle and calf areas. However, the qualitative analysis revealed that 5 out of 8 participants would 
not want to wear the compression socks for their daily activities due to the difficulty of putting the socks on. They 
mentioned that longer time, finger strength, and external apparatus were needed to put on the socks.  

 
 

 
Figure 1. Interaction plot between treatments and postural difficulty levels (Mean ± SE). 
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Table 1. RQA measures of postural difficulty levels (Mean (SE)). 
    SO SC FO FC F values P-value 

%Det AP 84.84 (1.15)* 88.09 (1.15)* 91.08 (1.15)** 94.46 (1.15) 12.906 < 0.001 

  ML 77.05 (2.24)* 85.27 (2.24) 87.31 (2.24)** 93.4 (2.24) 9.067 < 0.001 
Entropy AP 2.72 (0.13)* 3.02 (0.13)* 3.34 (0.13) 3.93(0.13) 16.754 < 0.001 

  ML 2.31 (0.13)* 2.91 (0.13)* 3.07 (0.13)** 3.93 (0.13) 25.493 < 0.001 
*Significant difference from FC (p 0.005) 
**Significant difference from SO (p<0.05) 
 
4. Discussion 

The purpose of the study was to investigate effects of textured compression socks on postural control in a 
static balance task. Contrary to our hypothesis, there were no significant main effects for the lightly-textured 
compression socks in postural control. Generally, the three conditions revealed equal effects on COP regulation in 
all levels of performance difficulty (Figure 1).  Both textured compression and commercial socks displayed similar 
functions in the regularization of AP and ML motions, as seen in barefoot condition despite the higher complexity 
(higher entropy) and deterministic (higher % Det) features of both AP and ML COP. It is possible that the sensory 
systems (both vision and somatosensory) of healthy, mobile elderly individuals are capable of adapting 
(proactively as well as reactively) functional postural behaviours to meet the demand of a task. 

However, significant differences were found within the various levels of performance difficulty (Table 1). 
The current results suggest that, when the postural conditions become more challenging, increasing from SO to FC, 
the % Det and entropy in both directions (AP & ML) increased proportionately. The observed changes in COP 
fluctuation suggest that modifications of postural regulation occurred in this group of participants. These findings 
are consistent with previous data reported by Riley et al (1999) and Pellechia & Shockley (n.a), where the increase 
in % Det indicated higher COP regularity when the task became more difficult (i.e., removing the visual feedback; 
cognitive task – counting back by 3s). Riccio (1993) regarded the variability of sway structure (COP regulation) as 
functional, which may have enhanced the flow of information within the sensory systems and facilitated the 
perceptual control of stance see Riley et al. (2003).  The current results of RQA measures demonstrated that the 
sensory systems in elderly individuals are able to adaptively organize postural behaviour in response to changing 
constraints (performance difficulty levels). 

The current findings showed that simple tactile stimulation and localised knee high compression did not 
enhance perception of somatosensory information from cutaneous mechanoreceptors among physically active 
elderly individuals with a low risk of falling. Future studies might seek to study performance of other samples of 
elderly individuals, including those categorized as having a medium/high risk of falling. Furthermore, researchers 
suggested that elderly individuals’ sensory and vibration threshold is higher and that less neural activity is 
observed as people age Perry (2006); Rose (2010). In light of these data, further research is needed to examine the 
effect of compression duration on performance of a balance task. Elderly individuals might need to wear the 
compression socks for a longer period of time in order for the sensory systems to become habituated to them 
before performing a balance control task.  
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